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I need help with some library desk research.  

 

Per your library chat (super useful, thanks for providing that service), I am providing the following information:  

 

Topic: Sensory processing disorder, sensory modulation disorder, hypersensitivity disorder, and related  

 

Completed Research: web-based. Seems to be mostly blogs and psychology/medical websites, with a smattering 

of Wikipedia. Would prefer peer-reviewed literature, textbooks, regular books, and more credible websites. 

Anything more credible than the web.  

 

Time Line: Flexible, but within the next month (by mid-December) would be great so I can dig in during the 

holidays.  

 

Please let me know if you'd like to know anything else!  

 

Thanks for providing this service!  

 

PS-I am a Sustainability MBA student, and this is not for school. I want to understand myself more. 
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Dear Heather, 

 

Thanks for taking the time to contact The Seattle Public Library regarding credible resources on the topics of 

Sensory Processing Disorder, Sensory Modulation Disorder, and Hypersensitivity Disorder. I did a little basic 

web searching to try to understand the nuances of these disorders. I understood that Sensory Modulation 

Disorder is a type of Sensory Processing Disorder, and that Hypersensitivity Disorder seems sometimes 

associated with ADHD, but also that term is sometimes associated with physical allergens. If those are not quite 

what you are looking for, please do let me know. 

 

You mentioned looking for peer-reviewed literature first. Our peer-reviewed journal articles are available 

through the database Academic OneFile available at the below link:  

 

https://ezproxy.spl.org/login?url=http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/spl_main?id=spl_main&db=AONE 

https://ezproxy.spl.org/login?url=http://infotrac.galegroup 

.com/itweb/spl_main?id=spl_main&db=AONE  

 

If you use the advanced search you can select “Peer Reviewed Journals” to limit your search results. I would 

also suggest using quotation marks around your topics (for instance, “Sensory Processing Disorder”) to better 

focus your results. 

 

You mentioned that you are student, and you may also have access to other peer-reviewed databases through 

your school. Many academic libraries provide access to psychology databases (such as PsycInfo or 

PsycArticles) and those could be other good databases to check.  

 

While I didn’t find any book titles designated as “textbooks” I did find a few titles that we own that I thought 

could be helpful.  

 

https://ezproxy.spl.org/login?url=http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/spl_main?id=spl_main&db=AONE
https://ezproxy.spl.org/login?url=http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/spl_main?id=spl_main&db=AONE


Books on Sensory Processing Disorder (a lot of the published books on this topic seem to focus on parents and 

therapists helping children cope with Sensory Processing Disorder): 

 

The Out-Of-Sync Child Grows Up: Coping with Sensory Processing Disorder in the Adolescent and Young 

Adult Years  

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/3183305030_the_out-of-sync_child_grows_up 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/3183305030_the_ 

out-of-sync_child_grows_up  

 

The Brain's Way of Healing: Remarkable Discoveries and Recoveries from the Frontiers of Neuroplasticity 

(This book has a chapter on Sensory Processing Disorder) 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/3056957030_the_brains_way_of_healing?active_tab=bib_info 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/3056957030_the_ 

brains_way_of_healing?active_tab=bib_info  

 

Raising a Sensory Smart Child: The Definitive Handbook for Helping your Child with Sensory Processing 

Issues 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2604588030_raising_a_sensory_smart_child 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2604588030_rais 

ing_a_sensory_smart_child  

 

Books on Hypersensitivity: 

 

Scattered 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2635439030_scattered 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2635439030_scat 

tered  

 

The Highly Sensitive Person 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2981262030_the_highly_sensitive_person 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2981262030_the_ 

highly_sensitive_person  

 

The Highly Sensitive Person's Survival Guide 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2844169030_the_highly_sensitive_persons_survival_guide 

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2844169030_the_ 

highly_sensitive_persons_survival_guide  

 

For credible websites, there are several things you can do to check on what makes a website credible. Some key 

things to look for are: 

 

Authority (Who wrote this page? Look for an “About Us” section) 

Bias (Why did they write this page?) 

Accuracy (Can the same information be found in other places?) 

Currency (When was this information posted? When was this website last updated?) 

 

Based on these criteria, I would feel refer to the below websites: 

 

The Star Institute: “STAR Institute for Sensory Processing Disorder was formed in 2016 from two merged 

organizations SPD Foundation and STAR Center. STAR Institute for SPD provides premier treatment, 

education, and research for children, adolescents, and adults with SPD.”  

https://www.spdstar.org/research-library https://www.spdstar.org/research-library  

 

Google Scholar covers a wide variety of articles (some scholarly)  

http://scholar.google.com http://scholar.google.com  

 

PubMed covers biomedical articles and is from the National Library of Medicine. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/   

 

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. You can reply directly to this email.  

 

Yours,  

Erin 

 

Business, Science, and Technology  

The Seattle Public Library 

BST: 
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(GMT -0800) 

Closed by Librarian # 122520. 
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